INTERMEDIATE WRITING
3 CREDITS
INSTRUCTOR: JAY KREIMER 477-2713
jay.kreimer@doane.edu

Course description: Experience and instruction for students seeking further development of expository writing skills.

This course gives you the chance to take your writing where you want it to go and to surprise yourself by finding where it goes as you practice. We will write and discuss our writings in depth.

READINGS FROM HANDOUTS AND WEB.

OBJECTIVES:
AT THE END OF THE COURSE STUDENTS WILL:
- BE ABLE TO WORK CONFIDENTLY FROM PERSONAL ASSOCIATION AND EXPERIENCE
- HAVE A MORE PERSONALLY APPROPRIATE STYLE AND RANGE OF VOICES
- RESPOND EFFECTIVELY TO AUDIENCE
- DEVELOP THINKING THROUGH WRITING
- HAVE THE CAPACITY TO WRITE WITH INSPIRATION AND WITHOUT IT

LEARNING STRATEGIES INCLUDE
- BRIEF LECTURE
- COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSION OF PROCESS AND EACH OTHER’S WORK
- EXERCISES
- WRITING, WRITING, WRITING
- READING

EVALUATION WILL BE BASED ON
- INITIAL PROJECT
- MIDTERM PROJECT
- FINAL PROJECT
- EVIDENCE OF A REGULAR WRITING PRACTICE
- EVALUATION WILL EMPHASIZE GROWTH INTO AN EFFECTIVE PERSONAL STYLE
- ACCURATE USE OF LANGUAGE COUNTS
ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED. ABSENCES WILL AFFECT YOUR FINAL GRADE.
LATE WORK LOSES ONE GRADE LETTER.
ALL WORK CAN BE REVISED FOR REGRADING.